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Protecting  your physical 
and virtual Assets
• Cyber and 
• Maritime Domain Awareness

Security through Community
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Maritime Cyber Awareness

Hackers made an estimated 
$100 Billion in 2017

Cyber attacks 
are a modern 
form of Piracy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 messages1- Cyber Attacks are Piracy  - Theft of Intellectual property, damage to assets, financial loss –State and Non State Actors  + state actors hiring criminal actors and of course script kiddies for the challenge.2- The threat is real,  huge and growing  and the industry unprepared , or ignorant or arrogant. 100 +  Billion USD lost last year.  How many Governments have this kind of resource.  Hackers groups  offering Pensions, cars education etc.3 -Need for security through community and  to turn poachers into game keepers. - Mme Ching Shih  the greatest pirate of all ( in the China Sea 1775 - 1844 Macau).



Digitalisation
in Maritime is 
nothing new and 
increasingly 
required to 
remain 
competitive

“But greater digitalisation also means more cyber attack surfaces”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2000 Sensors on a modern shipIndustry desperately trying to become more efficient so digitizing. But… Trade off – more attack surfaces.



Ship

systems
that can and are 
being hacked

“But greater digitalisation also means more cyber attack surfaces”

Source DNV-GL



Vessel
areas most
vulnerable
to cyber attack
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Ballast water

Cargo control systems
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(engine control & monitoring systems)

Safety
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Navigationsystems
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Maritime Cyber Threatscape:  
Dynamic, evolving and expanding .

A vast Criminal playground… and CISOs and CSOs are vulnerable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ports have many communities of Interest and all have legacy systems  and are implementing digital systems- Port  and terminal Management - VMS and VTS- Logistics  storage, Rail and Truck transport- Pallet and crane systems- Ship owners and Port agencies - Perimeter Security,  and Access control- Customs, police- Health  and safety- Fuel Water, Waste disposal, Visiting technical equipment and Food suppliersCOSTS of NO actionMaersk and COSCO examplesDisruption of Activity – Delays Loss of Intellectual propertyLoss of personal data, customer listsFinancial lossFines
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Why Ships and Port systems can, and are being hacked

How well do you understand your risks?

Lack of intrusion 
detection

Lack of cyber security
and safety policies

Lack of access-control to 
computers and networks

Networks 
not segregated

Low quality hardware used 
to construct networks

Obsolete operating
systems

Unpatched Legacy 
systems

Old Industrial Processors with no 
protection connected to networks

Lack of cyber security
awareness Training

Old hardware with little protection 
connected to newer systems 
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2016 BIMCO/IHS Cyber Survey 

What to do?: If can reduce number of incidents, slow propagation rate, cut outside connections
in time  = ruin criminal business model

70% of Attacks on ships

IHS Markit 2018

Threats have grown – but changed 



The cyber attack process

Targeting
& Recon

Initial
Compromise

Establish
Foothold

Lateral
Movement

Maintain
Presence

Complete
Mission

Typically hackers are in your system between 220 and 400 days
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An then there was Maersk $360 M
& Clarkson and COSCO……..



Now there are consequences 
As from 2018 - Regulatory Status 

EU GDPR
•Personal data 

and Privacy 
Protection

EU NIS
•Network 

Security 
Protection

ISM
•Ship Operations 

Safety & Quality 
Standard

ISPS
•Port Facilities 

Security Code

EU Trade 
secrets 

Directive
Protection of 

I/P intellectual 
property

These are all rules and standards to assign responsibility to Managers and Beneficial Owners, 
for the protection of  their critical infrastructure, and the privacy of personal information, from
cyber attacks. Fines can be as high as 4% each of Annual turnover for GDPR and NIS.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GDPRThe General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) is a regulation by which the European Parliament, the Council of the European Union and the European Commission intend to strengthen and unify data protection for all individuals within the European Union (EU). It also addresses the export of personal data outside the EU. The GDPR aims primarily to give control back to citizens and residents over their personal data and to simplify the regulatory environment for international business by unifying the regulation within the EU.[1] When the GDPR takes effect, it will replace the data protection directive (officially Directive 95/46/EC)[2] of 1995. The regulation was adopted on 27 April 2016. It becomes enforceable from 25 May 2018 after a two-year transition period and, unlike a directive, it does not require national governments to pass any enabling legislation, and is thus directly binding and applicable.Notes on GDPRIn May 2018 new EU and UK regulations come into force known as the European General Data Protection Regulation 2016 (GDPR) and incorporated in the United Kingdom Data Protection Bill 2017 an update of the Data Protection Act of 1998. These regulations concern the handling and storage of personal information held by an organisation or Company. The EU regulation applies whether an organisation is located inside, or outside of the EU and it is very likely to be impacted by the GDPR. Companies need to take appropriate action or risk heavy fines. Non-compliance fees are significant and have two tiers. For breaches of key GDPR provisions, fines will be up to 4% of annual global turnover or €20m whichever is the greater. For less severe breaches, such as procedural infringements, the fines will be up to €10m or 2%. The following rights of data subjects needs to be communicated to people on whom the Company holds personal data (in addition to other information, such as e.g. the identity and contact details of the controller, the purposes of the processing, the period for which the personal data are stored, the existence (if applicable) of automated decision-making, etc.) at the time of collecting the personal data: Right of Access. Individuals have the right to obtain from the company, confirmation as to whether or not personal data concerning them is being processed, and where that is the case, access to that personal data. Right to Rectification. Individuals have the right to obtain from the company the rectification of inaccurate personal data and the right to provide additional personal data to complete any incomplete personal data. Right to Erasure (“Right to be Forgotten”). In certain cases, individuals have the right to obtain from the company the erasure of their personal data. Right to Restriction of Processing. Individuals have the right to obtain from the company restriction of processing, applicable for a certain period and/or for certain situations. Right to Data Portability. Individuals have the right to receive from the company in a structured format, their personal data and they have the right to (let) transmit such personal data to another controller. Right to Object. In certain cases, individuals have the right to object to processing of their personal data, including with regards to profiling. They have the right to object at further processing of their personal data in so far as they have been collected for direct marketing purposes. Right to be Not Subject to Automated Individual Decision-Making. Individuals have the right to not be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing. Right to Filing Complaints. Individuals have the right to file complaints about a companies processing of their personal data with the relevant data protection authorities. Right to Compensation of Damages. In case applicable legislation has been breached on processing of personal data, individuals have the right to claim damages from the company for any damages such breach may have caused with them. You personally need to be informed what information about you is held and to what purposes it can be applied. You need to be aware that such information is securely held and will not be used for any other purpose than those indicated below. You need to give your approval for such information to be held and used in the manner outlined below. At any time you can ask the company to provide details of any data held on you and can amend or remove any details from a companies records, should you so wish. NIS Directive The NIS Directive adopts a multi layered approach by placing obligations on all stakeholders across the industry in member states, authorities and companies themselves. ► Establish a national N&I Strategy and regulatory measures to achieve network security. ► Establish a competent authority to monitor the application of NIS Directive in their territory and across member states. ►  The competent authorities in each member state are to be given authority to investigate cases of non compliance of Financial Services organizations with the NIS Directive. Financial Services organizations may undergo security audits. ►  The European Commission and National Crime Agencies (NCAs) to cooperate and coordinate against risks and incidents affecting network and information systems. ► Security obligations imposes a minimum level of security for digital technologies, networks and services. ► Reporting obligations makes it compulsory to report significant cyber incidents to national regulators. ISM The Purpose of the International Safety Management Code  is to provide an international standard for the safe management and operation of ships and for pollution prevention. The Code establishes safety-management objectives and requires a safety management system (SMS) to be established by "the Company", which is defined as the ship owner or any person, such as the manager or bareboat  charterer, who has assumed responsibility for operating the ship. ISPSThe International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code is an amendment to the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convention (1974/1988) on minimum security arrangements (Including Cyber)  for ships, ports and government agencies. Having come into force in 2004, it prescribes responsibilities to governments, shipping companies, shipboard personnel, and port/facility personnel to "detect security threats and take preventative measures against security incidents affecting ships or port facilities used in international trade. EU Trade secrets directiveThe EU Trade Mark Directive No. 2016/943 (“Directive on the protection of undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure”) came into force on 5 July 2016.With the implementation deadline of 9 June 2018 for EU member states being imminent, this article explains the importance and need for harmonised trade secret protection and aims to provide an overview of the core provisions of the Directive.This legal discussion is combined with practical take away points which trade secret holders may wish to consider in order to protect their trade secrets in this changing legal landscape.
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80% of large US maritime industry 
companies admitted to 
being attacked in 2017 and 10% 
Were successfully breached!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jones Walker LLP Maritime Cybersecurity Survey 2018The U.S. maritime industry is being targeted. Nearly 80% of large U.S. maritime industry companies (more than 400 employees), and 38% of all industry respondents reported that cyber attackers targeted their companies within the past year. 10% of survey respondents reported that the data breach was successful, while 28% reported a thwarted attempt.There is a false sense of preparedness in the U.S. maritime industry. 69% of respondents expressed confidence in the maritime industry's overall cybersecurity readiness, yet 64% indicated that their own companies are unprepared to handle the far-reaching business, financial, regulatory, and public relations consequences of a data breach.Small and mid-size companies are far less prepared than larger companies to respond to a cybersecurity breach.100% of respondents from large organizations indicated they are prepared to prevent a data breach, while only 6% of small company (1 to 49 employees) respondents and 19% of mid-size company (50 to 400 employees) respondents indicated preparedness.Small and mid-size companies lack even the most fundamental protections, exposing them to huge potential losses. 92% of small company and 69% of mid-size company respondents confirmed they have no cyber insurance. In contrast, 97% of large company respondents have cyber insurance coverage.�



Overcoming
disincentives to 
report crime 

Reputation
Loss

Security Culture
Lack of
understanding

Intimidation
Legal action

Fines 
Operational Delay
Increased
insurance

Investigation
Increased
paperwork

We need a culture change
to break the established cycle and build trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need a culture change. We need to share incident data just like Banks and the Airline Industry. Airbus works with our competitor Boeing in this arena, because an attack on one, will eventually be an attack on all. Hackers learn by doing then make kits they sell on the dark web.



Overcoming
disincentives to 
report crime 

Alerts

Anonymous 
reports

News &
Assistance

Check 
my Files

Iceland: ID and Data split,  end-to-end encrypted with original data destroyed 



HOW ANONYMITY SECURED

Opena encrypted channel to 
Iceland server

User Logs In to Maritime Cyber 
Alliance web site Fills in report  and send

User Identity stripped from 
Incident report sent to 

Netherlands Server

Incident report data sent to 
French server

Iceland server then deletes 
original report which included ID 

and Incident

ID + Data ID + Data ID + Data

ID Data

4 Companies in 4 conflicting legal jurisdictions handle different parts:
• SENSA - Anonymity Server  - Icelandic Law
• CSO Alliance- System Managed from UK – Common Law
• WIDIDI- ID stored in Netherlands – Hybrid Civil/common Law
• AIRBUS- Incident data Stored in France Civil Law
Data supported and protected by Airbus legal Team

Step 2.Step 1.

Step 4.

Step 3.

Step 5.

Step 4.

Step 6.

Anonymous report appears in 
the Maritime Cyber Alliance 

Website
Data validated and Anonymity 
inspected and sent to web site



Cyber Incident Report to MCA 

What we can learn  from a minimal report that takes 1 min.



Overcoming
disincentives to 
report crime 

We mobilise…
Access and contact with 60 Industry bodies to join… 

Flag State & Instutions P&I and insurer Classification Societies Industry Military & NGO
IMO North P&I DNV-GL BIMCO EUNAVFOR

Marshal Islands American American Bureau of 
Shipping Airbus Defence and Space NATO

Panama Swedish Club Indian Registry International Chamber of 
shipping UKMTO

Liberia UK P&I Bureau Veritas Intertanko (Tanker Owners) CMF
Hong Kong Skuld China Classification Society Intercargo Idry Cargo) MDAT-GoG
Singapore Steamship Mutual Korean Registry OCIMF ( oil Majors) ReCAAP

Malta Gard Lloyds Register Nautical Istitute IMB
Bahamas London P&I Class NK IPTA MARLO
Greece West of England Polish Register Intermanager US Coast Guard
Cyprus Ship Owners RINA CLIA Interporl

IALA The Standard Russian Maritime Register World Shipping Council Int. Fusion Center Singapore
Japan P&I IACS Nautilus MACN
Britannia IFSMA PYA

Munich Re CIRM
IGPANDI FONASBA

Don’t be the next isolated victim… Help us fight back

Marine Industry Shipping Ports and Managers
Insurers P&I, H&M and Reinsurers
Flag And Regulators National and open Registries
Class Societies and Trade Associations
Industrialists MFg. Shipyards and SP’s
Training  Cadet schools
Crew Agencies and training institutions
Etc.

Please support our efforts  
for collective security
through community



Thank You
Call me later if you would like a WEBEX 
demo.
Tel +32496300066
Maxess@Skynet.be
www.CSOalliance.com

Tonga Islands, Pléiades



The Maritime CIO Forum Shanghai – 28 November
Q&A Session

Safeguarding Cyber and Security in an Increasingly Automated World
Chris Henny, Senior Project Manager, Vertical Markets Management -

Maritime, Airbus Defense & Space
Capt. Ozgur Dogan Gunes, Marine Training Manager, Singhai Marine 

Services (Shanghai) Co. Ltd., Columbia Shipmanagement (Shanghai) Co. 
Ltd

Mark Sutcliffe, Director, CSO Alliance

#dsshanghai #maritimecio
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